Historic enthusiasm will fill the classroom!

Students who participate in National History Day study the past in an active and dynamic way, developing skills that transfer to all facets of their lives. Involvement guides students to think critically, develop informed interpretations from primary and secondary sources, engage in problem-solving skills, and present work via written and oral means.

Opportunities for grades 4-12!

(3 competition divisions)

NHD delivers

• authentic, standards-based, student-centered, project-based learning (PBL).
• performance tasks that strengthen the curriculum and skill and interest development through historical inquiry.
• engaging history that comes alive and helps acquire knowledge with which students are able to inform the present and shape the future.

Contact us today to get started!

County Contact
Christina Arpante, Ed.D., Coordinator
christina_arpante@sccoe.org

SCCOE NHD Site:
http://tinyurl.com/SCCOENHD